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Abstract
Currently, accurate detection of natural phenomena,
such as red tide, that adversely affect wildlife and human,
using satellite images has been increasingly utilized. How-
ever, red tide detection on satellite images still remains a
very hard task due to unpredictable nature of red tide oc-
currence, extreme sparsity of red tide samples, difficulties in
accurate groundtruthing, etc. In this paper, we aim to tackle
both the data sparsity and groundtruthing issues by primar-
ily addressing two challenges: i) significant lack of hard
examples of non-red tide that can enhance detection perfor-
mance and ii) extreme data imbalance between red tide and
non-red tide examples. In the proposed work, we devise a 9-
layer fully convolutional network jointly optimized with two
plug-in modules tailored to overcoming the two challenges:
i) a hard negative example generator (HNG) to supplement
the hard negative (non-red tide) examples and ii) cascaded
online hard example mining (cOHEM) to ease the data im-
balance. Our proposed network jointly trained with HNG
and cOHEM provides state-of-the-art red tide detection ac-
curacy on GOCI satellite images.
1. Introduction
Accurate and timely detection of short-term and long-
term variations in naturally occurring phenomena (e.g. red
tide, sea fog, yellow dust, etc.) that adversely affect wildlife
as well as humans is highly critical. For instance, red tide
is a toxic microscopic organism that inflicts serious dam-
ages to not only near-shore fishery but also large marine
ecosystems in general. To investigate how, when, where
these harmful natural phenomena occur and spread, many
countries launched geostationary satellites closely observ-
ing areas of interest surrounding their territory. Accord-
ingly, there have been a number of attempts to detect the
harmful natural phenomena by analyzing remotely sensed
images [8, 12, 30, 32, 36, 42] from the geostationary satel-
lites. In this paper, we propose a convolutional neural net-
work (CNN)-based approach that can detect red tide em-
bedded into a large scale image dataset.
Figure 1: Red Tide Examples Shown on GOCI Images. In the
above figure, red tide appears as elongated red bands. The images
are a false color image by combining the 6th, 4th and 1st band
of the GOCI multi-spectral image representing the red, green and
blue colors, respectively.
To develop a CNN-based red tide detection approach, we
have used the large-scale multi-spectral image dataset ob-
tained from GOCI (Geostationary Ocean Color Imager) [5]
on a geostationary satellite. Several red tide examples on
GOCI multi-spectral images are shown in Figure 1. Since
the characteristics of biological properties of red tide do not
clearly appear in the image, we used the information on
real-world red tide occurrences reported by NIFS (National
Institute of Fisheries Science) [1] of South Korea. How-
ever, NIFS manually examined red tide occurrence only at
a limited number of locations along the southern seashore
of South Korea, certainly not being able to cover the entire
area infested by red tide. Therefore, in training, we end up
with having only a small number of spectral samples from
a fraction of areas where red tide actually occur. In our
work, we use the images taken in December where red tide
do not occur due to the low water temperature as negative
examples1. Figure 2 shows the GOCI images used for the
positive (red tide) and negative (non-red tide) training ex-
amples, and the red tide region annotation of the positive
image.
There are two challenges to use GOCI images and their
ground truth labels for training the red tide detection. First,
the spectral characteristics of the images taken in Decem-
ber are very different from those of the images taken in the
1In South Korea, summer is in July and August and winter in Decem-
ber. Red tide occurs mainly in summer when the water temperature is high.
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Figure 2: GOCI Satellite Images and Red Tide Labels. In the
middle figure, the red tide label is marked as a white pixel.
summer when red tide mostly occurs because the marine
environment in summer and winter is very different. There-
fore, the negative examples from the December images do
not normally represent the non-red tide area from the im-
ages collected in summer months. Hence, using the nega-
tive examples from the winter season in training may fail to
accurately separate the red tide area from non-red tide area
in summer images generating a high level of false positives.
Second, the imbalance between the number of positive ex-
amples and the number of negative examples is quite sig-
nificant; the number of positive examples is in the order of
one hundred pixels per image, and the number of negative
examples is about 31M pixels per image as all the pixels
of the GOCI image (5567×5685) taken in winter are used
as negative examples. Since class distributions are signifi-
cantly unbalanced, the resulting detection model trained on
the unbalanced data would be also significantly biased and
inaccurate.
To overcome the first challenge, we implemented a gen-
erator based on CNN which artificially creates spectral sig-
nals with non-red tide property whose spectral characteris-
tics are somewhat close to those of red tide examples. We
train the generator in such a way that the artificially gen-
erated negative examples have non-red tide property but
are recognized by the red tide detection model as red tide
(i.e. false positive) via the generative adversarial learning
(GAN) [15]. To prevent the generated examples from losing
typical non-red tide characteristics, we trained a network to
distinguish the real negative examples from the artificially
generated non-red tide examples, which serves as discrim-
inator in the GAN framework [15]. Accordingly, the red
tide detection network and the discriminator become the
counterparts that the generator should deceive. When the
generator takes non-red tide examples as input, its output
examples are used as hard negative examples–non-red tide
samples that lie close to the boundaries of red-tide regions–
in re-training the red tide detection model. Therefore, this
generator is called a hard negative generator (HNG).
In order to cope with a large imbalance between posi-
tive and negative examples (the second challenge), we re-
designed the online hard example mining (OHEM) [35] in
training the network. Shrivastava et al. introduced OHEM
which, for every iteration, sampled a small number of exam-
ples with a high loss from the overwhelming examples and
use them in training CNN. We used OHEM in a cascaded
way to mine a huge volume of negative examples. First,
we have taken all positive examples and a randomly chosen
subset of negative examples and then apply OHEM to the
selected examples to choose hard examples. We called this
learning strategy as a cascaded online hard example mining
(cOHEM).
For the red tide detection model, we implemented a 9-
layer fully convolutional network (FCN) inspired by [20].
The FCN architecture proved to be suitable for pixel-wise
classification where classification is performed for each
pixel in an image by using the network trained over only
a few pixels [18, 19, 20]. Red tide detection is a pixel-wise
classification problem as opposed to image segmentation
because each pixel region is classified in test based on only
a small number of red tide labels available in training.
We conducted extensive experiments to find out how
HNG and cOHEM jointly address the problems that arise
in training the proposed network on GOCI images. Experi-
ments have confirmed that both modules used together sig-
nificantly enhance red tide detection performance. To show
that the proposed network can be easily extended to other
tasks, we also applied the network to pixel-wise hyperspec-
tral image classification.
In this paper, we made the following contributions:
• Augmented the training dataset by generating hard
negative examples via HNG to reduce false alarms.
• Used cOHEM to cope with significantly unbalanced
class distribution of GOCI images.
• Jointly optimized a 9 layer FCN with cOHEM and
HNG.
• Provided the state-of-the-art accuracy on red tide de-
tection and hyperspectral image classification.
2. Related Works
CNN used for Detecting Natural Phenomena in Marine
Environment. Since CNN have provided promising
performance in image classification, there have been
several attempts to use it in the marine environment.
CNNs have been effectively used for detection of coral
reefs [17, 24], classification of fish [7, 11, 27], detection
of oil from shipwreck [28], and so on. However, applying
deep neural network to detect objects-of-interest in the
marine environment has been quite limited due mainly to
difficulties in acquiring large amounts of annotated data
unlike general object detection applications. In this paper,
we devise a CNN training strategy coupled with advanced
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network architecture tailored to red tide detection while
minimizing human labeling efforts.
Training Generator via Adversarial Learning. Szegedy
et al. [38] introduced a method to generate an adversar-
ial image by adding perturbation so that it is misclassified
by a CNN-based recognition approach. These perturbed
images become adversarial images to the recognition ap-
proach. Goodfellow et al. [15] introduce two models: a
generator that captures the data distribution and a discrim-
inator that estimates the probability that a example came
from the training data rather than the generator. A gener-
ator and a discriminator are trained at the same time in a
direction to interfere with each other. This is called an ad-
versarial learning framework.
Radford et al. [31] devised an image generation ap-
proach based on CNN by adopting this adversarial learning
framework. Wang et al. [41] used the adversarial learning
framework to train a network that creates artificial occlusion
and deformation on images. An object detection network is
trained against this adversary to improve performance. We
also use adversarial learning for training a hard negative
generation network.
Hard Example Mining. Sung and Poggio [37] firstly intro-
duced hard negative mining (also known as bootstrapping)
that trains the initial model with randomly chosen negatives
and adapts the model to a hard negatives that consist of false
positives of the initial model. Thereafter, hard example min-
ing has been widely used in various applications such as
pedestrian detection [2, 6], human pose estimation [3, 21],
action recognition [25], event recognition [22], object de-
tection [9, 14, 16, 26], and so on. There are alternative ways
to find hard examples using heuristic [13] or other hard ex-
ample selection algorithms [33, 39], which avoid training
multiple times.
Shrivastava et al. [35] introduced online hard example
mining which, for every training iteration, carries out hard
example mining that chooses examples with high training
loss. However, it is too exhaustive to evaluate all examples
on each iteration. Hence, when using a very large example
set like our problem, it is impractical to examine all exam-
ples for each iteration. Therefore, we use OHEM in a cas-
caded fashion to randomly select a subset of examples and
then perform efficient mining on it.
3. Red Tide Detection Approach
3.1. Red Tide Detection
In this section, we describe the proposed CNN-based
red tide detection algorithm. This approach takes the GOCI
image as input and evaluates whether each pixel in the
image belongs to a red tide area or not. Therefore, red tide
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Figure 3: FCN Architecture for Red Tide Detection. The train-
ing and test architectures have slightly different initial multi-scale
filter banks tailored to pixel-wise classification. The weights of the
convolutional layers do not change between training and test.
detection can be considered as pixel-wise classification.
The architecture of the proposed approach is built on a
network introduced by [20], which is known to be suitable
for pixel-wise classification. We apply a sliding window
method to deal with limited GPU memory when processing
GOCI images.
Pixel-wise Classification. Pixel-wise classification is
similar to image segmentation in that it clusters pixels
with similar characteristics within each category. While
the objective loss of image segmentation is calculated by
comparing pixel-level labels of the entire image with the
output of the network in training, pixel-wise classification
is trained to minimize the difference between the labels
of several pixels and their network outputs. In GOCI
images, a red tide label is not available for all the red tide
pixels, so red tide detection can be treated as a pixel-wise
classification problem.
Architecture. The architecture of the proposed red tide de-
tection model is shown in Figure 3. In order to cope with
the pixel-wise classification of red tide detection, we use
a 9-layer fully convolutional network (FCN) which intakes
an image of arbitrary size. The network takes image patches
of 25×25 as input during training while an image patch of a
certain dimension determined by the maximum size of GPU
memory is fed into the network in test time.
The initial module of the network is a multi-scale filter
bank which consists of convolutional filters with four dif-
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Figure 4: Training Hard Negative Generation (HNG) Network. For each iteration in training, the discriminator and the HNG are
trained in order.
ferent sizes (1×1, 5×5, 9×9, and 13×13). The architecture
of the multi-scale filter bank is slightly different between
training and testing. Given an image patch of 25×25 in
training, each of k × k filters is convolved with a patch of
(2k− 1)× (2k− 1) centered on the 25×25 patch. The size
of the smaller patch, (2k − 1)× (2k − 1), is determined in
such a way that each convolution always includes the center
of the larger 25×25 patch. For example, when applying a
5×5 filter to a 9×9 patch, the 5×5 window always contains
the center pixel of the 25×25 patch being evaluated. Af-
ter the initial convolution, a max pooling is applied to the
outputs of the convolutional filters so that those pooled fea-
ture maps have a size of 1×1 except for the 1×1 convolu-
tion. In the test, four filters are applied to the same patch of
the same size. These convolutions use appropriate padding
to ensure that the four pooled feature maps have the same
size. For both training and testing, four output feature maps
are concatenated and then fed to the second convolutional
layer. Accordingly, due to the multi-scale filter bank archi-
tecture, the receptive field of our network becomes 25×25
and the network uses spatial information based on this re-
ceptive field when evaluating each pixel.
In training, dropout layers commonly used to solve the
overfitting issue to some extent are added at the end of
the 7th and 8th layers. The rest of the network is same in
training and testing. Specifically, the binary sigmoid clas-
sifier which is useful for either single-label or multi-label
classification is used for the output layer so that we can
perform the tasks of identifying other natural phenomena
(e.g. sea fog, yellow dust, etc.) from the GOCI images later
using the same architecture.
Sliding Window Strategy. The proposed method cannot
process a very large GOCI image at once because of lim-
itations of GPU memory, where the size of the image is
5567×5685. To overcome this issue, we use a sliding win-
dow based strategy, where each window size is H ×W . In
our experiment, we set H and W to 600. Considering our
network’s receptive field, only the scores corresponding to
the central (H−24)×(W −24) region are used as the final
output.
3.2. Training: Adopting HNG and cOHEM
Hard Negative Generator (HNG). We introduce a HNG
network that generates hard negatives that are likely classi-
fied by the red tide detection network as false positives. The
HNG architecture is designed as a 10-layered conv-deconv
network consisting of eight convolutional layers and two
deconvolutional layers, which is inspired by U-Net with
high image generation capability [4, 10, 23, 29, 34], as
shown in Figure 4.
We aim to achieve two goals in the training of the HNG
network. First, HNG must be able to fool the red tide detec-
tion network so that the generated examples are incorrectly
classified as red tides. Second, examples generated by HNG
should have typical non-red-tide spectral characteristics. To
do this, we introduce a network that distinguishes real ex-
amples from artificially generated ones, and HNG is trained
to deceive the network referred to as the discriminator in
the GAN framework, Accordingly, examples generated by
HNG become hard examples that are designed to maximize
the losses of the red tide detection network and the discrim-
inator, which conflicts with the two networks’ objectives.
Training process of HNG is shown in Figure 4.
To mathematically formulate the process of generating
hard negative examples, the red tide detection network and
its loss are represented by Frtd and Lrtd, respectively. The
red tide detection network is trained by minimizing its loss
expressed as:
Lrtd(E,Lrtd) = H(Frtd(E), Lrtd), (1)
where E and Lrtd are training examples and their associ-
ated labels, respectively. For each example e ∈ E, its red
tide labels lrtd ∈ Lrtd can be either 1 (red tide) or 0 (non-
red tide). H(p, q) is the cross-entropy for the distributions
p and q.
The discriminator and its loss are denoted as Fd and
Ld, respectively, in Equation 2. The discriminator archi-
tecture consists of four convolutional layers and one fully-
connected layer, as shown in Figure 4. The discriminator is
optimized by minimizing its loss which is expressed as:
Ld(N) = H(Fd(N),1) +H(Fd(Fhng(N)),0), (2)
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ation. (RT Detect Network: the proposed red tide detection net-
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where N is a set of real negative examples. The discrimina-
tor’s labels can be either 1 (real example) or 0 (artificially
generated example). Fhng denotes the HNG network. The
randomly selected 256 negative examples and the generated
examples are used for every iteration when training the dis-
criminator. The generated examples are the output of HNG
taking the randomly selected real negative examples as in-
put.
The objective of HNG is to generate negative examples
incorrectly classified as red tide by the red tide detection
network and as real negative examples by the discriminator.
Accordingly, HNG loss (Lhng) can be expressed as:
Lhng(N) = H(Frtd(Fhng(N)),1)+H(Fd(Fhng(N)),1),
(3)
where 1 indicates that labels associated with the generated
negative examples are red tide for Frtd or real negatives for
Fd. HNG can be trained by minimizing Lhng(N), where
Fhng(N) becomes adversarial examples for the red tide
detection network and the discriminator.
Cascaded Online Hard Example Mining (cOHEM).
OHEM introduced by Shrivastava et al. [35] builds batches
by collecting hard examples to collectively minimize ob-
jective loss throughout the entire examples. However, in
problems like ours with a very large number of examples,
it takes quite long time to find hard examples, so we used
OHEM in a cascaded fashion. First, we build a large pool
of randomly chosen examples and then carry out OHEM on
the pool. This method is called cascaded OHEM (cOHEM).
Figure 5 shows the training protocol of the network
using cOHEM. For every pixel labeled with red tide, a
25×25 area around each pixel is collected and used as a
positive example. In Negative Random Sampler, we ran-
domly select 100 regions of a size 37×37 from a negative
image, which is equivalent to 16,900 examples of size
25×25. In our experiments, we found that it is important to
randomly select multiple regions instead of one wide region
for negative examples, in order to effectively improve the
accuracy of red tide detection using cOHEM. For all
selected examples, their classification losses are calculated
by feeding the examples to the network. Note that this loss
represents the extent to which the current network correctly
classifies each example. Hard Example Sampler randomly
selects the high loss examples with predetermined batch
size. Then the proposed network is trained with these
batches consisting of hard examples.
Training Red Tide Network with HNG and cOHEM. For
training the red tide detection network using hard negatives
generated by HNG and hard examples mined by cOHEM,
we adopt a 3-stage training algorithm. The first stage is
to train the red tide detection network using cOHEM. In
the second stage, HNG and the discriminator are trained,
as shown in Figure 4. In this stage, the discriminator is
trained first with HNG weights unchanged and then HNG
is trained while keeping the discriminator and the red tide
detection network fixed. In the last stage, the red tide de-
tection network is updated by using examples augmented
by HNG. The real negative examples and artificially gen-
erated negative examples are combined into a negative set,
and then hard negatives are discovered via cOHEM. In the
third stage, HNG weights are fixed.
For the first and third stage, all the 25×25 positive re-
gions and 100 of the 37×37 negative regions are used for
training. For the second stage, 256 of the 25×25 negative
regions are used. Note that our FCN can intake an input
image of arbitrary size.
The proposed networks are optimized by using a mini-
batch Stochastic Gradient Descent (SGD) approach with a
batch size of 256 examples, momentum of 0.9, and weight
decay of 0.0005. For the red tide detection network, its
training objective is to minimize the cross entropy losses
between the red tide labels and the final output scores. Each
batch consists of examples extracted from one positive im-
age with red tide occurrence and one negative image with no
red tide occurrence. The positive-to-negative ratio in each
batch is set to 1:3.
To reduce overfitting in training, data augmentation is
carried out. Since a GOCI image is taken from a top view,
training examples are augmented by mirroring across the
horizontal, vertical, and diagonal axes. This mirroring can
be performed in one direction or in multiple directions. This
will increase the number of examples by 8 times.
When training the red tide detection network, all learn-
able layers except for the layers of residual modules (3rd,
4th, 5th, and 6th layers) are initialized according to Gaus-
sian distribution with zero mean and 0.01 standard devia-
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tion. The layers of the residual modules are initialized ac-
cording to Gaussian distribution with a mean of zero and a
standard deviation of 0.005. All layers of HNG except for
the last layer are initialized according to Gaussian distribu-
tion with a mean of zero and a standard deviation of 0.02.
The last layer is initialized according to Gaussian distribu-
tion with a mean of zero and a standard deviation of 50.
4. GOCI Satellite Images
GOCI (Geostationary Ocean Color Imager) acquires
multispectral images from a large area surrounding the Ko-
rean peninsula. The GOCI image [5] has 8 channels consist-
ing of 6 visible and 2 near infrared (NIR) frequency bands
and 500 m spatial resolution. The size of the GOCI image
is 5567×5685. Some examples of GOCI images are shown
in Figure 2.
In this paper, we use GOCI images taken in July, August,
and December of 2013 to evaluate our red tide detection net-
work. Images from July and August where red tide occurred
are used as positive images, and images from December are
used as negative images. Based on some conditions such as
the atmosphere, we chose 8 images in July and August and
4 images in December. Half of them were used for training
and the other half for testing.
In order to label red tide pixels, we used the red tide in-
formation reported by NIFS (National Institute of Fisheries)
of South Korea which directly tested seawater from a ship.
NIFS examined red tide occurrence only at a limited num-
ber of locations; so it is not possible to cover the entire red
tide areas. Furthermore, the red tide positions indicated in
the reports were not very accurate due to the error-prone
manual process that included mapping geo-coordinates of
red tide locations onto GOCI images. Hence, we have ex-
tended potential red tide regions up to 25 km (50 pixel dis-
tance) in all directions from the red tide location indicated
in the report and then labeled red tide with the help of ex-
perts. Approximately 100 pixels from each training image
were sparsely labeled as a red tide area. We used pixels la-
beled as red tide as positive examples and all the pixels of
the December images as negative examples.
5. Experiments
5.1. Evaluation Settings
Evaluation Metrics. We used two different metrics for the
evaluation of the proposed network: the receiver operating
characteristic (ROC) curve and the ROC variation curve.
The ROC variation curve describes changes in the detection
rate based on varying numbers of (true or false) detections
per image (NDPI) instead of the false positive rate. This
metric is especially useful when there are numerous
unlabeled examples whose identity is unknown. Note
that in a GOCI image only a fraction of red tide pixels
Figure 7: Red Tide Detection Results. The top images and the
bottom images are input images and the corresponding red tide
detection results from our approach, respectively. The first and
second input images have red tide in them and the last image is a
negative image without red tide.
are labeled and the rest of the image remains unlabeled.
For quantitative analysis, we calculate the AUC (the area
under the ROC curve) and ndpi@dr=0.25, ndpi@dr=0.5
and ndpi@dr=0.75 indicating the NDPI values when the
detection rate reaches 0.25, 0.5, and 0.75, respectively.
Network Training. The proposed networks are trained
from scratch. When both HNG and cOHEM are used for
training, we used a three-stage training strategy and trained
the network with 1250 iterations for each stage. A base
learning rate is 0.01 for the red tide detection network and
HNG and 0.0001 for the discriminator. The base learning
rate drops to a factor of 10 for every 500 iterations. When
the three stage training strategy is not used to train the net-
work (i.e. HNG is not adopted for training), we trained the
network with 2500 iterations. A base learning rate is 0.01
and dropps by a factor of 10 for every 1K iterations.
5.2. Experimental Results
Baselines. We implement two baselines of SVM and CNN-
based hyperspectral image classification approach [20] by
which our network is inspired. In SVM, a 25×25 region
centered on the pixel in test is used as a feature representing
the center pixel. In order to know the advantages of
adopting hard example mining, we applied conventional
hard negative mining [37] to SVM training.
Performance Comparison. Table 1 shows that our net-
work trained by using both hard examples (via cOHEM)
and generated hard negatives (via HNG) provides the high-
est accuracy in all four metrics. Using the HNG network
was effective in improving the performance of our network
and [20]. It is also observed that adopting a hard example
mining approach consistently improves the accuracy of all
three methods as it efficiently eases the significant imbal-
ance between red tide and non-red tide examples.
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Method AUC (%) ndpi@dr=0.25 ndpi@dr=0.5 ndpi@dr=0.75
SVM 81.0 295732 4641404 34863121
+ Hard Negative Mining 82.4 114067 1259805 5313930
[20] 84.9 38642 165402 623806
+ cOHEM 87.5 27320 121269 356460
+ cOHEM & HNG 88.9 16990 67792 16990
Ours 90.6 8307 33080 131789
+ cOHEM 93.2 8298 30917 77196
+ cOHEM & HNG 95.0 5722 13168 50220
Table 1: Red Tide Detection Accuracy. For each metric, numbers in bold indicate
the best accuracy. Note that the higher the AUC value, the better the performance, and
the smaller the value of NDPI, the better the performance.
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Figure 6 shows the ROC variation curves for our net-
work and baselines. From Figure 6, we can confirm that our
network provides significantly enhanced detection perfor-
mance over other techniques over the entire range of NDPI.
Figure 7 shows red tide detection results from our approach.
5.3. Analyzing HNG Network
In Figure 8, we observe that the HNG and discriminator
converge successfully in the 2nd training stage. This shows
that HNG optimization overcomes the interference of the
red tide detection network and the discriminator.
Some examples of generated hard negatives, the output
of the successfully trained HNG, are presented in Figure 9.
In Figure 9, it can be observed that activated pixel regions
(the 3rd column of each set) tend to have different colors–
i.e., different intensity values for some spectral bands–for
certain areas than the ones covered by real non-red tide
examples. Note that the activated regions in Figure 9 do
not show typical characteristics of red tide regions–narrow
elongate bands with sharp boundaries as shown in Figure 1.
Furthermore, the activated regions by artificial non-red ex-
amples appear to be pink while the real red tide are in gen-
eral red.
Figure 10 shows an evolution of the change of the ratio
of training examples between real negative examples and
generated negative examples within one batch as the 3rd
training stage progresses. Overall, the proportion of gener-
ated negative examples within a batch gradually decreases
as the training iteration increases.
To analyze the relationship among three different types
of training examples–i.e. positive, real negative, and arti-
ficially generated negative examples– after training HNG
at the 2nd training stage, we use a visualization technique
called t-distributed stochastic neighborhood embedding (t-
SNE) [40], as shown in Figure 11. For the visualization, 500
examples are randomly chosen separately from real positive
and negative examples and the artificially generated exam-
ples are the output of HNG, which takes real negative exam-
ples as input. We use the output of 8th convolutional layer
(after ReLU layer) as the features of the selected examples.
As shown on the left side of Figure 11, the artificially gener-
ated negative examples are placed between the positive and
real negative examples. This shows that the generated neg-
ative examples become hard examples when retraining the
red tide detection network. When training HNG without
using the discriminator, the artificially generated negative
examples are no longer hard examples as they are placed
far to the right of the positive and real negative examples, as
shown on the right side of Figure 11.
5.4. Finding Sampling Strategy of cOHEM
We compare various negative example sampling strate-
gies of cOHEM with respect to detection accuracy and
training time. Negative example sampling can change based
on two factors: a window size and the number of windows.
In Table 2, we compare four different sampling strategies
with different factors. The first three strategies are chosen to
maintain a similar number of negative examples as used in
training. The last strategy (192 windows of 25×25) is train-
ing without using cOHEM. Accordingly, its training time is
the shortest.
In Table 2, the third strategy gives the best performance
in terms of AUC and training time. This observation indi-
cates that increasing spatial diversity of sampling is impor-
tant in providing competitive performance. Therefore, even
though the third strategy requires a large amount of memory
due to the large pixels, it is adopted in our training approach.
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Figure 9: Generated Training Examples (after 2nd Training Stage). Each set consists of three
images: real negative example (left), generate negative example (center), and red tide network
activation by the generated example (right). White pixels in the activation map indicate pixels
with a red tide score estimated by the red tide detection network greater than 0.5. For every set in
this figure, there was no activation for a real negative example.
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Figure 10: Negative Example Ratio
Evolution (in 3rd Training Stage).
This evolution shows the change in
training negative example ratio at the
third stage of the training strategy.
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Figure 11: Visualization of Three Different Types of Training
Examples. Data points close to each other in the embedded space
are likely to have similar spectral characteristics.
Window size 153×153 65×65 37×37 25×25
# of window 1 10 100 192
# of pixels 22.9K 41.3K 133.7K 120.0K
# of examples 16.3K 16.4K 16.5K 192
AUC (%) 89.7 91.2 93.2 90.6
Train time (sec/iter) 0.521 0.534 0.540 0.482
Table 2: Accuracy vs Hard Negative Sampling Strategy of cO-
HEM. Numbers in bold indicate our cOHEM sampling strategy.
6. Hyperspectral Image Classification
Our approach can also be easily generalized to hyper-
spectral image (HSI) classification, which also requires
pixel-wise classification. For the HSI classification, we
have used three benchmark datasets: Indian pines, Salinas,
and PaviaU. For each HSI dataset, 200 pixels randomly
selected from each category are used for training and all
the remaining pixels are used for testing.
Hard Example Generator (HEG). When applying the
proposed training strategy to hyperspectral image classi-
fication, we replace HNG with a hard example generator
(HEG) that generates hard examples of individual material
categories instead of hard negatives. The HEG is trained
to generate examples misclassified by the HSI classification
Dataset [20] Ours + cOHEM & HNG
Indian pines 93.61 ± 0.56 95.17 ± 0.48 96.43 ± 0.42
Salinas 95.07 ± 0.23 96.09 ± 0.40 96.53 ± 0.48
PaviaU 95.97 ± 0.46 96.27 ± 0.51 97.33 ± 0.37
Table 3: Hyperspectral Image Classification Accuracy (Mean
and Standard Deviation). When calculating the accuracy for our
network, training and evaluation protocols follow those in [20].
network. For each example e, its adversarial training label
(lahsi) is the category with the largest loss among all cate-
gories except for the class the example belongs to:
lahsi = argmax
l∈C, l 6=lhsi
Lhsi(e, l), (4)
where lhsi is a label associated with the example e and C
is the set of all categories. HEG optimization is carried
out with Equation 3 by replacing Lrtd (denoted as 1 in the
Equation) with Lahsi = {lahsi}.
Results. Table 3 shows the classification accuracy for the
three datasets. For all the three datasets, our 9-layer CNN
outperforms baseline introduced in [20]. Our strategy to
discover and generate hard examples further improves per-
formance by at least 0.44%.
Note that the problems we encountered with GOCI im-
ages (i.e. extreme sparsity of red tide samples, difficulties
in accurate groundtruthing, etc.) are not normally observed
on hyperspectral images. Enhanced performance for HSI
classification verifies that our strategy of discovering and
artificially generating hard examples is also applicable to
other related problem domains, such as HSI analysis.
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